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Abstract 

This thesis concerns a frame-skipping aggregation technique for multiplexing several VBR MPEG video 

treams for feeding into a CBR communications channel The data rate of VBR video fluctuates over time 

iccording to its scene complexity. When the aggregate rate of the video streams being multiplexed exceeds the 

JBR channel capacity, traffic congestion occurs and the data may not reach the receivers on time for display. 

This may result in severe image degradation, especially ifthe missing frames are Ior Pframes. In the proposed 

icheme, the multiplexer transmits frames from the video streams in a round-robin manner while monitoring 

.he receiver-buffer levels at the same time. Under traffic congestion, rather than waiting until the receiver 

buffers underflow before taking remedy actions, the multiplexer skips the transmission of B frames when the 

buffers fall below a threshold level The multiplexer makes use of the bandwidth thus conserved to bring forth 

the transmission of subsequent I or P frames. In place of the missing B frames, the receivers will redisplay 

the preceding received frames. A subjective assessment test is conducted to evaluate viewers, perception of 

the frame-skipped video streams. The test result shows that skipping 5% of frames is barely visible to the 

viewers. With this technique, more users can he supported compared with regular video transmission systems. 

Excellent performance can be achieved when the number of video streams being multiplexed is eight or more. 

Most importantly, this proactive frame-skipping technique allows us to adopt a simple call-admission strategy 

in which video requests are granted based on their mean rates. 



使用圖片略過聚集技術於視象交通之複用 

摘 要 

這篇論文是關於「圖片略過聚集技術」在複用可變位元率的「移動圖片專家組」 

的視象流在固定位元率的通訊管道上之應用，可變位元率視象的數據率會因應 

畫面的複雜程度而隨時間起伏不定，當複用視象流的總率超於固定位元率管道 

之容量時便會產生傳送交通擠塞，以致視象數據不能準時傳至接收端作顯示之 

用。這樣導致嚴重的視象質素下降，尤其當内編碼圖片或預測編碼圖片遺失的 

時候。在建議的方案裡，複用器以循環分配的方式傳送多個視象流中的圖片， 

同時亦監察接收端緩衝的水平，如遇上傳送交通擠塞，複用器會在接收端緩衝 

下降至低於某特定水平時略過雙向内插編碼圖片的傳送，而不會等到緩衝短缺 

時才作出補救行動。這樣’複用器便可利用省回的頻寬來傳送往後的內編碼圖 

片或預測編瑪圖片。接收端會重播之前所收到的圖片，以取代失去的雙向内插 

編碼圖片。為了評核觀賞者對略過了圖片的視象的滿意程度，我們亦進行了一 

項主觀評估測驗，測驗結果指出略過百份之五的圖片會對觀賞者做成僅可察覺 

的視象質素下降。比較於一般的視象傳送系統，採用「圖片略過聚集技術」的 

系統能支援更多使用者。在傳送八個或以上的視象流時，表現更為優秀。最重 

要的是「圖片略過聚集技術」容許系統採用簡單的要求接納策略——根據視象 

流的平均數據率來決定是否接納傳送該視象流。 
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Abstract 

This thesis concerns a frame-skipping aggregation technique for multiplexing sev-

eral VBR MPEG video streams for feeding into a CBR communications channel. 

The data rate of VBR video fluctuates over time according to its scene complex-

ity. When the aggregate rate of the video streams being multiplexed exceeds the 

CBR channel capacity, traffic congestion occurs and the data may not reach the 

receivers on time for display. This may result in severe image degradation, es-

pecially if the missing frames are I or P frames. In the proposed scheme, the 

multiplexer transmits frames from the video streams in a round-robin manner 

while monitoring the receiver-buffer levels at the same time. Under traffic con-

gestion, rather than waiting until the receiver buffers underflow before taking 

remedy actions, the multiplexer skips the transmission of B frames when the 

buffers fall below a threshold level. The multiplexer makes use of the bandwidth 

thus conserved to bring forth the transmission of subsequent I or P frames. In 

place of the missing B frames, the receivers will redisplay the preceding received 

frames. A subjective assessment test is conducted to evaluate viewers ^ perception 

of the frame-skipped video streams. The test result shows that skipping 5% of 

frames is barely visible to the viewers. With this technique, more users can be 
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supported compared with regular video transmission systems. Excellent perfor-

mance can be achieved when the number of video streams being multiplexed is 

eight or more. Most importantly, this proactive frame-skipping technique allows 

us to adopt a simple call-admission strategy in which video requests are granted 

based on their mean rates. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

VBR (variable bit-rate) coding is used in advanced video coding schemes, such 

as MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group), to achieve constant image quality 

and high compression ratio at the same time. When VBR coding is used, frame 

size of video varies according to the scene complexity and motion. For the 

transport of video, however, CBR (constant bit-rate) transmission channels are 

often used. CBR channels are preferred to VBR channels primarily because of 

the ease with which they can be managed from the networking standpoint. An 

interesting issue is how to adapt VBR-coded video for transmission over CBR 

communication channels. 

When a single VBR video stream is transmitted over a CBR channel, some 

video information may need to be dropped when the CBR channel cannot sup-

port the instantaneous bandwidth requirement of the video. This leads to image 

degradation at the receiver. For a VBR video stream with highly fluctuating bit 

rate, frequent image degradation may lead to an overall unacceptable viewing 

experience. One may of course allocate a CBR channel with very high bandwidth 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

so as to support even the peak rate of the V B R stream; but this is inefficient 

and costly. 

A solution is to multiplex several video streams together before transmitting 

them over the CBR channel [1, 21]. In this way, the CBR channel is shared 

among the streams so that a VBR stream with high instantaneous bandwidth 

requirement can "borrow" bandwidth from other streams. With many streams, 

it is statistically unlikely that all streams will peak together, and image-quality 

fluctuations due to the loss of video information can be minimized. 

There are many practical settings in which a number of video streams can 

be sent over a common channel. An example is in satellite communication. 

For cost-effectiveness, a number of video streams can be transmitted over a 

common satellite channel to a remote location, at which point the individual 

video streams are further distributed to their respective destinations. A number 

of other practical applications can be found in [8 . 

Generally, it is better to multiplex video traffic outside the communication 

network rather than inside the network [2, 5, 8]. When the video streams are 

multiplexed outside the network, a video server can selectively drop video in-

formation whose omission results in the least severe image degradation under 

traffic congestion. If they are multiplexed inside the network, unless the network 

has some way of knowing which data are more important than others (through, 

for example, priority schemes which add complexity to the network operation), 

it is generally difficult to select the least significant data to discard. The theme 

of the thesis concerns multiplexing of video outside the network prior to its 

transmission. 

Video multiplexing can also be categorized as being lossy and lossless. When 

2 



Chapter 14 Introduction 

the channel bandwidth is insufficient to support the instantaneous aggregate 

video bandwidth, lossless multiplexing delays the data delivery [5]. Lossy mul-

tiplexing, on the other hand, discards data. In the thesis, we propose a lossy 

multiplexing technique called frame-skipping aggregation to multiplex MPEG 

video streams[l]. 

In this scheme, a multiplexer transmits frames from the video streams in a 

round-robin manner. When the channel bandwidth is insufficient for the trans-

mission of every frame of every stream, the transmission of B frames is skipped 

to conserve bandwidth[13]. More specifically, the decision of whether to skip 

B frames is based on the status of the receiver-buffer levels at the receivers. 

A proactive frame-skipping technique is used in which B frames are skipped 

when the receiver-bufFer levels fall below a threshold. We show in this the-

sis that this technique can support more users on the communications channel 

compared with regular video transmission schemes. Excellent performance can 

be achieved when the number of video streams being multiplexed is eight or 

more. Most importantly, the technique simplifies network operation by allowing 

straightforward call-admission strategy [22] in which video requests are granted 

based on their mean rates. 

B frames are skipped rather than I or P frames because B frames are not 

referenced by other frames during decoding, and thus their absence does not 

cause more frames to be skipped as in the case of skipping I or P frames. Motion 

discontinuity, however, may still result from B frame skipping. 

In most research on video impairment, quality is measured on a per-frame 

basis using an analytical expression such as the signal-to-noise ratio [8]. However, 

to evaluate impairment effects due to missing frames as in our system, analytical 
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Chapter 15 Introduction 

methods may not be a suitable choice[12, 13]. More appropriate are subjective 

assessment methods that directly evaluate viewers' perception of the impaired 

video [9, 14'. 

Test results using an assessment method recommended in ITU-R BT.500-

7[9, 11] are presented. The test result shows that skipping 5% (B frames) of 

the total frames is barely visible to the viewers. Given a fixed frame-skipping 

rate, video with milder motion is perceived to be of higher quality compared 

with motion-intensive video. In addition, it is found that when the frame-

skipping rate is high, skipping extra frames simply to bring about video-sequence 

smoothness (i.e. uniform gaps between skipped frames) may actually give rise to 

better perceived quality, and thus quality cannot be mathematically correlated 

to the percentage of skipped frames in absolute terms. 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. To put the discussion 

of other chapters in context, Chapter II gives an overview of the MPEG cod-

ing scheme, focusing on the frame layer. Chapter III describes the framework 

of our proposed frame-skipping aggregation. Chapter IV discusses how missing 

B frames should be dealt with at the receiver for decoding purposes assuming 

MPEG video. Chapter V presents the results of a subjective assessment test on 

frame-skipped video. Chapter VI focuses on the performance evaluation of the 

proposed frame-skipping technique and the investigation of how different param-

eters in the system should be set. Chapter VII is devoted to the consideration 

of various implementation issues. Chapter VIII concludes this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

MPEG Overview 

For primative video coding schemes, a picture is coded and compressed using 

only information from the picture itself. Compression techniques of this kind 

is called intraframe techniques. Each picture can be decoded independent of 

other pictures and the decoding and display processes are simple and robust. 

However, video sequences coded using only intraframe coding are usually very 

large in size and the compression ratio is expected to be low. 

Advanced video coding schemes take into account of similarities among pic-

tures. For normal context video, adjacent pictures are usually of similar video 

content (except for scene changes or video with vigorous motion). If we code 

only the difference of a particular picture with the adjacent pictures, many bits 

can be saved, and therefore higher compression ratio can be achieved. Com-

pression techniques using information from other pictures in the sequence are 

referred to as interframe techniques. 

The MPEG coding scheme [3, 6, 7] is designed for compression of series of 

pictures taken at constantly spaced time intervals. It takes advantage of both 

16 
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Chapter 2 MPEG Overview 

the interframe and the intraframe coding techniques. The proposed aggregation 

technique discussed in the thesis will focus on MPEG-I, although the discussion 

and the majority of the results are applicable to MPEG-II also. 

To accommodate both intraframe and interframe compression techniques, in 

MPEG-I pictures, three different types of encoded pictures (frames) are needed 

in an MPEG-I stream: I (intra-coded), P (predicted), and B (bi-directionally 

predicted) frames^ 

I frames are coded by itself without reference to any other frames. A P frame 

is coded according to the prediction from the previously displayed I or P frame. 

A B frame is coded with reference to the prediction both from the I or P frames 

which preceed and proceed it in display order. In fact, I frames can only be coded 

using intraframe techniques, while P and B frames can be coded using either 

intraframe or interframe techniques, or both. To be exact, different regions of a 

P frame may use prediction from the preceding frame or use no prediction. If no 

prediction is used, that region of the picture is coded by intraframe technique 

only. Similarly, different regions of a B frame may use different predictions, and 

may predict from the preceding I /P picture, proceeding I /P picture, both, or 

neither. 

Among the three types of frames, I frame takes the largest number of en-

coding bits, then P frames and then B frames in that order. For a typical VBR 

MPEG stream, the ratio of the sizes of I，P and B frames is about 1:3:6. 

These three types of frames form a sequence called a group of pictures 

(GOP) [3, 6], which specifies the display order of frames. Some possibilities are 

^Actually, there is one more picture type defined in MPEG-I, the D frame. However, it is 
rarely used. 
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Chapter 2 MPEG Overview 

IBBPBBPBB, IBPBPBPB，etc. Typical length of a GOP is around 15 frames. 

The GOP also provides resynchronization points in the bitstream. When de-

coding, the bitstream can always be played at the start of a GOP (I frame 

positions). The GOP usually (although not necessarily) repeats itself for the 

whole video duration. 

In an MPEG-I video, the order in which frames are stored and transmitted 

(transmitted order) is not the same as the order in which frames are presented to 

a viewer (display order). Frames are stored and transmitted in an order that is 

most convenient for decoding purposes: a frame that is needed for the decoding 

of another frame is stored and transmitted before that frame. This is illustrated 

in Fig. 2.1. Since Pi is needed for the decoding of Bi and B2, it should reach the 

decoder prior to the two B frames. In general, the transmitted (or stored) order 

is formed by placing P frames ahead of the B frames which depend on them for 

decoding. In the header of each frame, a frame count is present to determine 

the display order and ensure proper picture presentation. 

A picture is divided into small coding blocks called macroblocks. However, an 

MPEG picture is not simply an array of macroblocks. Every picture consists of 

slices which are contiguous sequences of macroblocks in raster scan order. More 

detailed description of the MPEG-I coding scheme can be found in [3, 6, 7 . 

MPEG encoding provides great flexibility in choosing parameters such as 

picture rate, aspect ratio and GOP which directly control the resulting bit-rate. 

In MPEG, a standard list of picture rates and aspect ratios can be chosen. 

These parameters affect the motion continuity and also the video display size. 

The GOP can also be adjusted to satisfy different target quality and resynchro-

nization performance. Since I frames are most costly to encode, extending the 

7 



Chapter 2 MPEG Overview 

GOP length means encoding less I frames, which in turn reducing the resulting 

bit-rate and reducing the image quality of P and B frames. In general, lowering 

the target bit-rate degrades output video quality. 

Whether an MPEG video stream is encoded as V B R or CBR also affects 

the resulting video quality. VBR MPEG video comprise frames of variable sizes 

as are encoded so that constant image quality is guaranteed. On the other 

hand, CBR MPEG video try to achieve an overall constant data transfer rate 

by truncating some data of larger frames and stuffing redundant bits to smaller 

frames. Hence, at the same average bit-rate, CBR MPEG video are considered 

as of lower quality. There is no strict restriction on choosing the target encoding 

bit-rate. As a typical choice for encoding normal context video, 1.5 Mbps should 

be a suitable choice. 

Apart from the video part, the MPEG-I coding scheme also contains the au-

dio part and the system part. The audio part defines the MPEG audio encoding 

standard. The video data and the audio data are encoded independently, and 

the corresponding bitstreams are interleaved to make the final coded output. 

The system part describes the control information for parsing and playback of 

the bitstream. 

8 
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Head of Line 

Figure 2.1: Display Order and Transmitted Order of MPEG Frames 
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Chapter 3 

Framework of Frame-Skipping 

Lossy Aggregation 

3.1 Video Frames Delivery using Round-Robin 

Scheduling 

The architecture of the frame-skipping video transmission system is shown in 

Fig. 3.1. A controller multiplexes the frames from a number of video sources 

onto a transmission channel. The video sources as well as the controller are 

outside the communication network. The controller transmits frames from the 

video sources in a round-robin manner while monitoring the receiver-buffer levels 

at the same time. Figure 3.2 shows an example of the transmission order with 

three video streams. 

When the receiver-buffer level falls below a certain threshold (details con-

tained in Section 3.2), the controller may skip the transmission of a B frame 

10 
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and move on to serve the next video stream with an I or P frame. By skipping 

B frames and using the "extra" channel bandwidth to transmit the subsequent 

.:� frames, the subsequent frames can reach the receivers earlier than otherwise. At 

the receivers, the frame preceding a missing B frame will be displayed twice, 

L: and the net effect is that the buffer levels can be built up quickly. 

,̂; To elaborate, the round-robin transmission operates as follows. We define a 

time-slot as the display time for one frame of data, and the data limit as the 

e number of bytes that can be sent out on the transmission link in a time-slot. The 
�.t> 

CO . . , 

data limit divided by a time-slot is equal to the normalized channel bandwidth. 

In each time-slot, the controller subtracts the frame size of the frame to be sent 

from the data limit. If the data limit is not exceeded, this frame can be sent 

successfully. The controller then tries to send the next frame of the next video 

stream in the chain. If this next frame is a B frame and the system is in the 

frame-skipping mode, the controller simply discards the B frame and proceeds 

to the next video source in the chain. This continues until the data limit is 

exhausted. 

Just before the data limit is exhausted, a partial frame may be sent. In the 

next time slot, the remaining portion of the frame will be sent. Note that a 

variable number of frames can be sent out in a given time slot depending on the 

instantaneous aggregate bit rate of the video streams. It should also be noted 

that with this multiplexing scheme, the receiver buffer occupancies among the 

receivers differ by at most one frame. In deciding whether B frames should be 

skipped, the "worst-case" buffer occupancy is examined, as detailed in the next 

section. 

11 



Chapter 3 Framework of Frame-Skipping Lossy Aggregation 

]p|] —rr 
_ \ VBR / I 

U = _ ] J \ \ channel / Receiver Buffer 1 

Video Source 1 ~~\̂  / 

p L N — — ^ � 
= — Frame-Skip ^ ,̂ . , ^ ReceiverBuffer2 

m J chan^i Aggregation CBRTransmissionChannel Demultiplexer \ 

Video Source 2 Controller I \ • 

: y “ ^ \ : 
/ VBR \ 

• y ^ channel \ ^__^_^ 

smX 
—口 L U 
= Receiver Buffer N 

Video Source N 

Figure 3.1: The Frame-Skipping Aggregation System 

3.2 Underflow Safety Margin on Receiver Buffers 

In order to prevent underflow at receiver buffers, the controller monitors the 

interval between the currently displayed frame number and the latest received 

frame number. Given a constant display rate, this interval corresponds to the 

amount of time left before underflow would occur if no more data were to arrive. 

Therefore, this is some sort of an "urgency" measure for the controller to take 

actions to prevent buffer underflow. 

Let us refer to the interval as the underflow safety margin (USM). When 

this interval drops below a pre-defined threshold (USMT), the controller starts 

to skip the transmission of B frames in the next time-slot. When a B frame 

is skipped, the receiver will repeat the display of the previous frame in place 

of the B frame. Setting this safety margin enables us to skip B frames at the 

transmitting side in advance before the onset of underflow, and this in turn 

minimizes image degradation and ensures more continuous video display. If we 
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Chapter 3 Framework of Frame-Skipping Lossy Aggregation 

were to react only after underflow had occurred, we would simply have no choice 

but to skip whatever frames (I, P or B) that are next in line for transmission. 

As is well-known, missing I or P frame results in error-propagation of the images 

being displayed at the receivers. 

To illustrate the frame-skipping aggregation scheme, an example is explained 

with the help of Fig. 3.2. Assume that the USM drops below the USMT in 

previous time-slot. The controller starts to skip the B frames in this time-slot. 

For example, suppose that Ii, P2 and B5 frames are of size 50000，20000 and 

7000 bytes respectively. If 100000 bytes are the data-limit, then Ii and P2 can 

be sent successfully. After this, 30000 bytes are left for the remaining frames. 

Since B5 is skipped, the next frame to send is Pi. Assuming Pi is 20000 bytes, 

we have 10000 bytes left after its transmission. Then, B3, Be, Bi and B4 are 

skipped, and the remaining 10000 bytes are used to send P4. Note that if we did 

not adopt the frame-skipping scheme, we could only send the first four frames 

and about half of B3. By virtue of the frame-skipping scheme, we see that the 

USM can be built up quickly. The frame-skipping mechanism will be in effect 

until the USM goes above the USMT. 

3.3 Algorithm in Frame-Skipping Aggregation 

Controller 

The above descriptions of the frame-skipping operations are specified more pre-

cisely in the form of a pseudo-algorithm in Table 3.1. In the table, BW denotes 

the data limit, and the USMT denotes the underflow safety margin threshold. 

USM, or ReceiverOccupancy, is measured in frames. 
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Figure 3.2: The Frame Sending and Frame Skipping sequence 

In each time-slot, the controller keeps sending frames to the receivers until 

the data limit is exhausted. The skipping mode is triggered when the receiver 

occupancy drops below the USMT. During the skipping mode, any B frame 

encountered will be skipped, and the corresponding receiver buffer occupancy 

being monitored will be incremented by one to reflect the fact that the receiver 

will display the frame preceding the missing B frame twice. After the data limit 

has been exhausted, the controller checks whether the receiver occupancy is 

below the USMT. If so, the skipping mode is triggered again. If not, the normal 

mode is resumed. 

It should be noted that just before the data limit is exhausted, a partial frame 
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is sent and the frame size of that frame will be adjusted accordingly. Obviously, 

in this case the receiver occupancy is not incremented until the next time-slot 

when the remaining frame is sent. 

At the end of a time-slot (each time-slot corresponds to a frame display 

time), all the receiver occupancies should be decremented by one to reflect that 

one frame is taken out from the receiver and displayed. 
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Table 3.1: Frame-Skipping Multiplexing Algorithm Executed in Each Time-slot 

BW Reset 
BWExhausted = False 
While (BWExhausted = = False) do 

For the next video source j / / in a round-robin manner 
If (Mode 二二 Skipping) and (NextFrame = = B) 

Skip B frame 
ReceiverOccupancy of j == (ReceiverOccupancyofj) + 1 

Else if BW - FrameSize > 0 
Send frame (or remaining frame) 
BW = BW - FrameSize 
ReceiverOccupancy of j 二（ReceiverOccupancyofj) + 1 

Else 
Send partial frame 
FrameSize = FrameSize - BW 
BWExhausted 二 True 
If ReceiverOccupancy of j < USMT 

Mode = Skipping 
Else 

Mode = Normal 
EndIf 

EndIf 
EndFor 

EndWhile 

For each receiver 
ReceiverOccupancy = ReceiverOccupancy - 1 
// receivers will have displayed a frame from their buffers 
// by the end of time slot 

EndFor 
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Chapter 4 

Replacement of Skipped Frames 

in MPEG Sequence 

Frame skipping is a crucial element of the proposed aggregation technique. Since 

MPEG video coding adopts interframe techniques, the display of the frame se-

quence is more complicated. At the receiver, post-processing method is thus 

needed to handle a bitstream with skipped frames. Otherwise, the receiver may 

not decode the frame-skipped bitstream and display the frame sequence prop-

erly. 

As far as the consistency with the MPEG standard is concerned, frame stuff-

ing is chosen as the post-processing method used to facilitate frame skipping. 

In essence, any missing B frames are replaced by stuffed frames prior to being 

fed to the decoder. Any editing performed on the bitstream is thus transparent 

to the decoder. The decoder decodes the input bitstream as if it is a normal 

bitstream. Since the resulting bitstream is a valid MPEG bitstream, display 

continuity and synchronization of the video with the audio are ensured. 
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There is a subtlety in the operation of stuffing frames. Consider the frame 

sequence IBBP (in display order) for example. Figure 4.1 depicts the display of 

an original sequence, and the expected display sequence when some B frames 

are skipped. 

Imagine that in the uncorrupted sequence, there is an image of a ball rolling 

from the left to the right of the screen. The position of the ball in each frame is 

shown. 

Case I: If the first B frame is missing, we replace it with an artificially 

constructed frame. The artificial frame is a B frame in which all the macroblocks 

are coded as prediction of the previous I or P frame with all motion vectors set 

to zero. In other words, the decoder will interpret this frame as being the same 

as the previous I or P frame visually. Details about the construction of this 

artificial B frame are given in the appendix. The net effect after decoding is 

that the I frame will be displayed twice. A copy of such an artificial B frame is 

created once and stored at the receiver to be used throughout the display of the 

sequence. 

Case II: If only the second B frame is missing, instead of the aforementioned 

artificial B frame, its replacement should be the first B frame. If the artificial 

frame is used, a wrong displaying sequence of pictures may result as shown in 

fig. 4.1). 

Case III: If both the B frames are missing, we can replace both of them with 

the artificially constructed frames for proper display sequence. 

More generally, to ensure correct visual continuity of a sequence of consec-

utive B frames, a missing B frame which is preceded by another non-missing 

B frame should be replaced by that B frame. A missing B frame that is not 
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preceded by any non-missing B frame must be replaced by the aforementioned 

artificially-constructed B frame. 

/ ^ 1 ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ 3 ^ Or ig inal 
w ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ ~ w S e q u e n c e 
I Bi B, P 

^ I I “ ^ 
3 2 o ^ C C T 0 3 c 

I B 2 P 丨 B 1 P 

C a s e I C a s e II 
(with proper reconciliation) 

A I 2 

§ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ e ^ ^ _ 3 ^ 
I P I B 1 P 

C a s e … C a s e II 
(with improper reconciliation) 

Figure 4.1: Illustration of Frame-Skipping Cases (the small number denotes 
sequence of motion) 

Fig. 4.2 depicts the whole processing flow taking place at the receiver. First 

of all, the bitstream is taken out from the receiver buffer. Before the bitstream is 

sent to the decoder, it is stuffed with stuffing frames (artificial frames or previous 

B frames). Note that the frame sequence shown in the figure corresponds to case 
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I of the missing frame scenerio discussed above. The subscripts beside the frame 

types (I, P, or B) denote the temporal display order of the frames. Since the 

frame B2 is found missing, an artificial B frame should be stuffed to the bitstream 

for proper decoding. After stuffing all necessary frames, the bitstream is sent to 

the decoder for decoding and is further sent to the display. 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^gp 

I I ！ 1 • � § § � _ L . 
\\ ,,，口 ••••• fmi^mmmm^^J 

Receiver Buffer \ 广 ^ i i -

f Decoder _、| ^ 

J Display 

, ^ \  

Z ArtificialB X 
Frame \ \ 

\ ’ \ / 

�—H P5 I B3 P4 丨丨1 —— 
Artificial B frames are inserted to the 

bitstream before decoding 

Figure 4.2: Frame Stuffing at the Receiver (Subscripts beside Frame Types 
Denote Temporal Display Order) 
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Chapter 5 

Subjective Assessment Test on 

Frame-Skipped Video 

For evaluation of the impairment effect thus caused by skipping frames, a subjec-

tive assessment test is conducted. Unlike other methods of reducing video bitrate 

where objective assessment [12] of the video quality can be applied, whether a 

frame-skipped video is of a certain quality or not is rather subjective. Seeing 

that recent evaluation of MPEG-4 video coding scheme [9] and many other video 

distribution methods [14, 17, 18, 19] rely much on subjective assessment tests, 

subjective assessment tests play an even more important role in evaluation of 

multimedia coding schemes and applications. 

This chapter concerns the evaluation of the degradation of MPEG video due 

to missing B frames. A subjective assessment test is adopted. The experimental 

settings and results are discussed below. 
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5.1 Test Settings and Material 

The video clips used in the test are of MPEG-I format, captured by ourselves 

using a real-time capture card, from a Laser Disc player video source. All the 

clips used in the test are captured from the Laser Disc version of the film “Die 

Hard 3”. We chose to capture and encode our own video clips rather than using 

standard video clips in the public domain primarily because we want to have 

more control over the experimental settings, such as the GOP pattern, aspect 

ratio, scene types, and comparable image quality. In our experiment, each video 

clip has a mean bit-rate equal to 4Mbps, and the aspect ratio is 352 x 240 pixels. 

The length of each clip is 10 seconds or 301 frames, and the group of picture 

pattern is IBBPBBPBBPBBPBB. 

In the test, two different sets of video clips are used. The properties of 

each are tabulated in Table 5.1. Video clips in set A are generally not motion-

intensive, with few camera pans, while those in set B contain vigorous motion 

and lots of camera pans. Impaired video clips are made by skipping B frames 

in the originally captured video clips in a random manner. Video clips with 

frame-skipping percentage ranging from 5% to 66%, defined as the number of 

frames skipped divided by the total number of frames, are obtained. 

The video clips are decoded using a personal computer with Pentium Pro 200 

MHz CPU with the help of a decoder card. All the clips are stored digitally in 

the harddisk(IDE). The actual viewing diagonal length of the monitor used is of 

15.6 inch with high color depth (16-bit). The viewing distance is about 1 meter, 

and the maximum viewing angle relative to the normal is limited to 30 degree. 

The test is conducted in a room with low illumination to assist viewing[ll]. A 
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total of 20 subjects are involved in the test, and all of them are non-experts of 

video, with normal color vision and normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. 

Table 5.1: Properties of Video Clips used in the Subjective Assessment Test 

Set A Set B “ 
Sequence no. 1 2 3 1 2 3 
No. of scene changes 2 3 1 2 1 1 
Steady scene portion (sec.) 8 3 4 0 0 0 
Panning portion (sec.) 0 4 4 9 9 8 

5.2 Choice of Test Methods 

There are many different assessment methods described in the ITU-R recommen-

dation BT.500-7[11]. Among them, there are two methods which are typically 

used to assess impairments. 

Double-Stimulus Impairment Scale Method (the E B U method): 

The assessor is first presented with an umimpaired reference, then with the same 

picture impaired. The assessor is then asked to vote on the second, keeping in 

mind the first. In sessions, the assessor is presented with a series of pictures or 

sequences in random order and with random impairments covering all required 

combinations. At the end of the series of sessions, the mean score for each test 

condition and test picture is calculated. This method uses the 5-grade impair-

ment scale, in which the assessors are asked to assess the comparative picture 

quality of the second presentation to the first presentation in each testing pair, 

by choosing suitable description of it from 5 categories, namely, imperceptible, 

perceptible but not annoying, slightly annoying, annoying, and very annoying. 
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It is usually found that the stability of the results is greater for small impair-

ments than for large impairments. Although the method sometimes has been 

used with limited ranges of impairments, it is more properly used with a full 

range of impairments. 

Double-Stimulus Continuous Quality-Scale Method : The assessor is 

asked to view a pair of pictures, each from the same source, but one of them via 

process under examination, and the other directly from the source. The assessor 

is asked to assess the quality of both. In sessions, the assessor is presented with 

a series of picture pairs (internally random) in random order, and with random 

impairments covering all required combinations. At the end of the sessions, the 

mean scores for each test condition and test picture are calculated. The method 

uses a continuous quality-scale, in which the assessors are asked to assess the 

overall picture quality of each presentation by inserting a mark on a vertical 

scale. 

In our test, we use the double-stimulus impairment scale method to eval-

uate the quality of frame-skipped video. Compared with the double-stimulus 

continuous quality-scale method where the observers do not know which video 

of a test video pair is impaired, our experimentation indicates that the double-

stimulus impairment scale method provides a more consistent result. This could 

be attributed to the fact that the observer can concentrate more on the impaired 

video, thus increasing the observability of the impairments. 
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5,3 Test Procedures 

A test session lasts for about half an hour. Each session comprises several 

video presentations divided into three stages, namely, the training stage, the 

stabilizing stage and the main testing stage (Fig. 5.1). During the training 

stage, the assessors are given explanation on the type of impairments to be 

expected, the grading scale, and the flow of the test session. Training video 

sequences other than those used in the main testing stage are presented to give 

the assessors an idea of the range and the type of the impairments to be assessed. 

After answering a number of questions by the assessors, the test begins. 

In each video test pair, the assessors are first presented with an unimpaired 

reference video clip, and then they are presented with the same video clip with 

skipped frames. The assessors are asked to assess the frame-skipped video clip 

according to the five-grade impairment scale (imperceptible (5), perceptible but 

not annoying (4), slightly annoying (3)，annoying (2), very annoying (1)). Dur-

ing the presentation of the first two video testing pairs, the test is said to be 

in the stabilizing stage. In this stage, the assessment results are discarded and 

not processed without the awareness of the assessors. The main goal of the 

stabilizing stage is to calibrate the assessors' judgement by including some crit-

ically impaired video in the presentation. The assessors can then have a clearer 

measure to evaluate the quality of the forthcoming impaired video. The main 

testing stage is divided into two parts, corresponding to set A and set B video. 

In between, there is no training stage and stabilizing stage. 
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Figure 5.1: Presentation Structure of a Test Session 

5.4 Test Results 

Figure 5.2 depicts the mean impairment level of set A and set B video against 

the frame-skipping percentage ranging from 5% to 66%. The result shows that 

the test subjects consider video sequences in set A to be less impaired than that 

in set B for the whole range of frame-skipping percentage. This can be accounted 

for by two observations: 1) video sequences in set A contain mild motion and 

static scenes, in which skipped frames are hard to detect; 2) the image quality 

of individual frames is better for set A (Since the encoding rate is the same for 

both sets, but set B needs more bits for the motion vectors). In other words, the 

test subjects rate set A higher because set A appears to have more unskipped 

frames. 

We also observe that the 66% frame-skipped video sequences (both sets A and 

B) are considered less impaired than the 50% frame-skipped video sequences, 

a seemingly counter-intuitive result until we give it more thought. Consider 

this. All the B frames in the 66% frame-skipped video sequences are skipped, 

the resulting video have a steady motion discontinuity throughout (i.e. uniform 

gaps between skipped frames); whereas the 50% frame-skipped video sequences 
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Figure 5.2: Subjective Assessment Test Results on Frame-skipped MPEG Video 

contain motion discontinuity mixed with smooth motion. Observers are more 

annoyed by the unsteady video smoothness even though fewer frames are ac-

tually skipped. This shows that video smoothness is an impairment factor to 

consider in engineering a video distribution system. 

From our results, the frame-skipping percentage for imperceptible impair-

ment should be less than 5% (impairment level of 4.5 or above), and for percep-

tible but not annoying impairment, the frame-skipping percentage is shown to be 

around 10%. As the frame-skipping percentage increases, the impairment level 

shows a general trend of decrease with some fluctuations. More fluctuations are 

shown on the set B results. These may be caused by sequence-dependent view-

ing preference, and the motion content of the video which distracts the observers 
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from careful judgement. For the whole frame-skipping range, the impairment 

level is above 3, showing that our frame-skipping method is only considered as 

slightly annoying in the worst case under the experimental conditions set. 
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Chapter 6 

Performance Study 

This chapter presents the results of experiments for investigating the perfor-

mance of the frame-skipping technique. The video data used is taken from a 

trace of the film Star War [4, 10], and it lasts about two hours and is MPEG-

I coded with 24 frames per second and GOP pattern IBBPBBPBBPBB. The 

trace contains only the number of bits in each frame and does not contain the 

actual movie contents. The mean GOP sizes of the video stream are shown in 

Fig. 6.1 and the mean frame size is 15614 bytes. 

For the purpose of our multiplexing experiments, it would be preferable to 

have data from many different video streams. Consistent data sets of two-hour 

in length, however, are not available in the public domain. We therefore resort 

to the construction of many "artificial" video streams from the single Star War 

video. To create an artificial stream, we start from a random I-frame position 

in the whole sequence and extract data for a 15-min section. After that it is 

concatenated with another 15-min section starting from another random I-frame 

position. This continues until we have a two-hour stream. This construction 
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Figure 6.1: Mean GOP Sizes of the Star War Trace 

method yields several video streams of different bit-variation profiles. 

A performance metric used in our experiments is the number of supportable 

video streams given a CBR channel with a fixed bandwidth. A number of video 

streams is said to be supportable if 1) the receiver buffer does not underflow 

and 2) the frame-skipping rate is not more than some pre-defined percentage. 

The bandwidth of the channel is represented as the number of bytes that can 

be sent in one time-slot (1/24 sec.). The bandwidth divided by the mean frame 

size is thus the maximum number of streams supported by the channel without 
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dropping any data. For instance, for a bandwidth of 100000 bytes/time-slot, 

^ 11 100000 ^ ^ 
Max. no. of streams supportable 二 ̂  —…,二 o.4 

15614 

Let's refer to the maximum number of streams supportable without dropping 

any data as the benchmark used for measuring performance in the experiments. 

6.1 Experiment 1: Number of Supportable Streams 

In the first experiment, for the frame-skipping systems, we explore a range of 

frame-skipping percentage in each video stream: 1%, 5%, 10% and 66%. The 

initial buffer occupancy is set to 8 frames, and the USMT is set to 4 frames. The 

initial buffer occupancy is proportional to the start-up delay for a video stream 

(i.e., the delay experienced before the video is presented), and for an interactive 

system with fast-forward, rewind, and jump functions, it is proportional to the 

response time of these functions. 

The results of the first experiment are shown in Fig. 6.2. It is observed 

that the number of streams that can be supported by a frame-skipping system 

of any frame-skipping percentage is greater than or equal to that of a system 

with no frame skipping. We also observe that the higher the frame-skipping 

percentage, the more streams can be supported. In particular, if we aim to have 

no frames skipped at all, the price is under-utilization of bandwidth: the number 

of supportable streams can be 2 to 4 streams fewer than the benchmark. At low 

bandwidths (e.g., when the benchmark is less than 8), this difference is quite 

significant; at high bandwidths, it is not. Therefore, when the number of streams 

being multiplexed is small, say less than 16, one should perhaps target for a non-

zero frame-skipping percentage for bandwidth efficiency. When the number of 
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streams being multiplexed is large, say more than 32, then one can target for zero 

frame-skipping percentage without sacrificing bandwidth efficiency significantly. 

When no frames are skipped, the threshold USMT is never reached and the 

frame-skipping mechanism is not triggered at all in the experiment. Therefore, 

the no-frames-skipped, data is also representative of a regular system without 

the frame-skipping mechanism. Note, however, this does not mean we should 

really go ahead and build such a regular multiplexing system without installing 

the frame-skipping mechanism, even if we were happy with its experimental per-

formance shown above. This is because in a real system, the set of video being 

multiplexed will be different and changes over time, and there is no guarantee 

that underflow will not occur given the same CBR bandwidth as in the experi-

ment. Some precautionary action to prevent underflow, such as skipping frames 

as proposed here, is still advisable even if we were targeting for a system that 

rarely ran out of bandwidth. 

Referring to the results obtained in the previous section, in which it was 

shown that a maximum of 5% frames can be skipped with barely perceptible 

impairment, Figure 6.2 shows that by adopting this percentage we can support a 

number of streams greater than or equal to the benchmark. If we choose to skip 

a maximum of 66%, where essentially all B frames are skipped, we can support 

37% more video streams at the same bandwidth. With regard to the subjective 

quality, the impairment score is above 3, corresponding to a fair quality. For a 

fair-quality video distribution system, skipping all B frames should be a possible 

solution to deal with channel congestion. 
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Figure 6.2: Number of Streams Supportable for Different Systems for Different 
Bandwidth (USMT 二 4 frames time) 

6.2 Experiment 2: Frame-Skipping Rate When 

Multiplexing on a Leased T3 Link 

The second set of experiment investigates the case when a leased T3 channel with 

fixed bandwidth is used to multiplex video data. It investigates the relationship 

of three system parameters in the frame-skipping aggregation system, namely, 

number of streams supported, USMT of the receiver buffer, and percentage of 

frames skipped. The video streams used in this experiment are obtained in the 

same way as those in the last experiment. 
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Ideally, the number of streams that can be supported by the T3 channel is 

45 X 10® 
Ideal no. of streams supported (benchmark) = 7r7r7^ — ^ 15 

^ 8 X 15614 X 24 

Figure 6.3 shows the frame-skipping percentage under different USMT set-

tings and different numbers of supported streams. We note that the results are 

not very sensitive to values of USMT. We do not include results for less than 12 

streams because very few frames are skipped in these cases during the two-hour 

movies. The USMT is seldom reached, if at all. We therefore conclude that 

the bandwidth is quite abundant for the sending of nearly all frames when less 

than 80% (12 streams divided by 15 supportable streams in the ideal case) of 

the ideal capacity is used. 

As the number of streams increases, the USMT becomes reachable and the 

frame-skip percentage increases. When 15 streams are supported by the system 

(benchmark for this bandwidth), only about 5% of frames are skipped. This 

frame-loss rate, as suggested by the subjective assessment results in previous 

section, corresponds to a generally imperceptible degradation in video quality. 

As the number of streams increases, the frame-skipping percentage goes up 

in a rather linear manner with a slope of about 10 percent per extra stream. At 

first glance, it may seem odd that the system can work beyond the benchmark. 

But thanks to the frame-skipping mechanism of our system, the amount of 

data being sent is actually less than what we have to send when the system is 

overloaded. 

According to our experiment results (not shown in Fig. 6.3), the system 

reaches its operation limit when there are 20 or more streams because all B 

frames plus some I or P frames must then be skipped. We do not recommend 
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skipping non-B frames in general. 

An observation we made during the experiment is worth pointing out. Un-

derflow does occur for small USMT. When very large frames are to be sent, frame 

skipping may not increase the receiver buffer occupancy sufficiently within one 

frame time-slot. If the USMT is large enough, in the next few rounds of frame 

transmission, frame skipping can increase the receiver buffer gradually to the 

USMT. If the USMT is small, there would not be enough room for such adjust-

ment before underflow occurs. If underflow occurs, the receivers may choose to 

freeze the display by continuously stuffing artificial B frames (presentation of 

audio will also be frozen) until the buffer is built up again to a safe level. 

6.3 Experiment 3: Bandwidth Usage 

In the third set of experiment, we look into the efficiency of bandwidth usage. 

Figure 6.4 shows the bandwidth needed per stream versus the number of streams 

for various frame-skipping percentages fixing USMT at 4. In the experiment, 

to obtain a data point, we fixed the number of streams and then increased the 

bandwidth until that number of stream can be supported without underflow. 

The corresponding bandwidth per stream was then obtained. As a reference, 

the per-stream mean rate of the video streams is also plotted in Fig. 6.4. 

When there is only one stream, the bandwidth needed is much higher than 

the mean bandwidth of the stream. This is expected for VBR streams, such as 

that used here. When the number of streams increases, thanks to multiplexing 

gain, the bandwidth needed per stream decreases rather dramatically in the 

beginning and then tapers off. 
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Figure 6.3: Frame-Skipping Percentage under Different USMT and Number of 
Streams using a T3 Link as the CBR Channel 

When the number of streams being multiplexed is small, say four or fewer 

streams, their aggregate bandwidth may still vary quite dynamically over time. 

Even with frame skipping, the bandwidth needed cannot approach the mean 

rate of the streams. 

When the number of streams increases beyond eight, the bandwidth needed 

per stream gradually approaches the mean rate. For 10% frame-skipping rate, 

the bandwidth needed can even be less than the mean rate. In this situation, 

bandwidth allocation becomes simple: we simply support a stream according to 

its mean rate. 
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Figure 6.4: Bandwidth needed per Stream using Frame-Skipping Aggregation 

We have considered in the second set of experiment the case when a fixed-

bandwidth link is leased to transport video. For video transmission incorporat-

ing advanced network services such as ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) [20 

which supports real-time bandwidth allocation [15, 16], the bandwidth can be 

allocated in a dynamic manner according to needs. The fourth set of experi-

ment investigates the performance of our system in which an extra bandwidth 

corresponding to the mean rate of a new video is allocated when the video is 

admitted. The aggregate bandwidth may therefore change in a dynamic fashion 

according to the set of video being multiplexed. 
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As suggested in experiment set 3, when there are eight or more streams, 

we can start to admit a transmission request according to the mean rate of the 

requesting video. A simple call admission scheme is to have a start-up minimum 

bandwidth that roughly corresponds to the aggregate mean rates of eight typical 

video streams. If the number of video is eight or fewer, this bandwidth will 

always be used regardless of the exact number of video. When the number of 

video increases beyond eight, we allocate additional bandwidth according to the 

mean rate of the new video stream. 

6.4 Experiment 4: Optimal USMT 

Figure 6.5 shows the frame-skipping percentage and the optimal USMT versus 

the number of streams. An USMT is said to be optimal when the lowest frame-

skipping percentage can be achieved without underflow. Experimentally, we 

simply decrease the USMT slowly until underflow occurs and take the previous 

USMT value as the optimal USMT. The video streams used are generated as in 

the previous experiments. 

From Fig. 6.5, we find that the average frame-skipping percentage can be 

kept to about 5%, which corresponds to a comparable quality with the original 

video streams according to our subjective test. It is also observed that the frame-

skipping percentage and the optimal USMT decreases gradually as the number 

of streams increases. This shows that if we admit an extra stream based on 

its mean rate, we are actually improving the performance of all streams. We 

therefore conclude that bandwidth allocation based on mean rate is a rather 

viable approach with our proposed frame-skipping aggregation mechanism. 
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Figure 6.5: Frame-Skipping Percentage and Optimal USMT under Mean Rate 
Call Admission 

The above experiments give us some indications as to how to set the essential 

frame-skipping aggregation operating parameters. These parameters should be 

properly set so that 1) more video streams can be supported, 2) underflow 

probability is kept low, and 3) acceptable video quality is preserved. 

In the subjective test results, we have found that 5% frame-skipping pro-

vides video quality comparable to the original quality; in the above experiments, 

we have also observed that at all the bandwidth used, the benchmark can be 
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achieved with 5% frame skipping. Therefore, we should aim to keep the frame-

skipping percentage to 5% or below. When multiplexing video streams in a 

fixed bandwidth channel, we should not admit over 20% more streams than 

the benchmark to preserve acceptable video quality. When multiplexing video 

streams in a channel with dynamic bandwidth allocation, we can start out with 

a constant shared bandwidth when the number of streams is less than eight. 

We can admit any extra stream beyond the first eight streams by requesting an 

additional bandwidth according to the mean rate of the stream. 

The USMT value should be chosen after taking into consideration the like-

lihood for underflow and the frame-skipping percentage. As the USMT is set 

smaller, the probability of buffer underflow will be larger; as the USMT is set 

larger, more frames will be skipped resulting in video quality degradation. A 

good balance should thus be striked in choosing the USMT value. From our 

experimentation, in all cases, a USMT of about 3 or 4 is already appropriate. 
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Chapter 7 

Implementation Considerations 

Let us now consider the details related to the implementation of a stored MPEG 

video distribution system based on the frame-skipping technique. The controller 

plays a key role in the whole system. The scheduling of the transmission of 

frames depends on the knowledge of the frame size. Real-time frame-size calcu-

lation may burden the controller severely, especially when the number of video 

streams is large. To solve this problem, we may construct a frame-size table 

file in an offline manner for each video stream before actual transmission. The 

MPEG frame size can be specified using 24 bits (i.e., 3 bytes). With this, frame 

size up to 16777216 bytes can be denoted. For a video stream that is 2 hours 

long, the file size for the table will be about 648000 bytes. 

Receiver buffer status is also a crucial element. In the preceding study, we 

have assumed that the controller has perfect knowledge of the receiver buffer 

level. This is easy to achieve if the clocks of all receivers and the clock of 

the transmitter are mutually synchronized and run at the same rate. With 
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synchronized timing, all the receivers display at the same rate and the receiver-

bufFer levels of different receivers do not drift apart. 

There are many situations in which the synchronization of the receiver clocks 

cannot be assumed. When clocks are not synchronized, the receivers need to 

send feedback messages to the controller to inform it of their buffer levels. There 

are two important issues to be considered: 1) the feedback delay may vary among 

the receivers; 2) the receivers may display at varying rates and the buffer levels 

may vary over time. The first problem is easy to tackle in a high-performance 

communication network in which the delay can be guaranteed to be below 33 

milliseconds (a frame period for 30 fps video). In this case, the system can be 

operated in a time-slotted manner in which the feedback messages during the 

current frame period are collected and used only during the next frame period 

in the scheduling of the transmission of the frames. That is, the delay variations 

are immaterial if all the delays are below 33 milliseconds. 

To solve the second problem, the controller may occasionally need to trans-

mit an extra frame for a stream if its buffer level is falling behind others' buffer 

level. That is, when the controller scans through the video stream in the afore-

mentioned round-robin manner, two successive frames of a lagging video stream 

may be sent out in just one round. By the same token, if a stream is ahead of 

other streams, the transmission of a frame of the stream can be deferred to the 

next round. 

At the receiver, a front-end should be present to get data from the receiver 

buffer, do necessary frame stuffing and send video data to the decoder for de-

coding and display. If datagram-type protocols such as UDP are used, where 

the data sequence is not guaranteed, special message indicating the positions 
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of missing frames should be generated at the controller and sent to the re-

ceiver. If video frames are transmitted using connection-oriented protocols such 

as TCP/ IP which conserve data sequence, missing B frames can be detected 

easily by examining the temporal information of the received frames. 

The missing frame detection mechanism is further explained with the help 

of Fig. 7.1. The left-most frame in a frame sequence is the latest received frame, 

and the subscripts beside the frame types denote the display order. 

Case I: After Ii and P4 have been received, B2 and Bs are expected to come 

soon. On receiving P7, which means B2 and Bs should have come, B2 (not 

received yet) is considered missing. 

Case II: After h and P4 have been received, B2 and B3 are expected to come 

soon. B2 and B3 are considered missing when P7 is received. 

Case III: After P4 and P7 have been received, Bs and Be are expected to 

come soon. Be is considered missing when PiO is received. 

In general, on receiving any P frame, an expected list of B frames (identified 

by the display order number) can be generated by comparing the display order 

number of that P frame and the display order number of the last received I or 

P frame. Any B frame arriving afterwards is removed from the expected list. 

On receiving the next P frame, those B frames still on the list are considered 

missing. 
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Received Frame Sequences Missing Frame(s) 

Case I: Pj B3 P4 li B2 

Case II: P7 P4 1̂  B2 B3 

Case III: I |Pi。| B5 I P7 I B3 I B, | P,| [ ^ 

Figure 7.1: Missing Frame Cases 
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Conclusions 

We have proposed a new multiplexing method for video traffic that makes use 

of a frame-skipping aggregation technique. This is a lossy multiplexing scheme 

which discards B frames in MPEG video streams when the channel capacity is 

insufficient to carry all data. In this scheme, the transmission of B frames is 

skipped when the multiplexer finds that underflow at the receivers is imminent. 

The channel bandwidth is used to transmit the subsequent frames instead, so 

that they can reach the receivers earlier than otherwise. At the receivers, the 

frame preceding a missing frame will be displayed twice, and the net effect is 

that the buffer levels can be built up quickly. 

We have investigated the performance of this technique relative to that of 

the regular video transmission system without the frame-skipping mechanism. 

Our result shows that the proposed technique can support more video streams 

with only a very small number of frames (less than 5% for quality comparable 

to originals) being skipped. 

We have conducted subjective tests to gauge the response of human observers 
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to skipped frames. Our work indicates that MPEG video containing vigorous 

motion is more vulnerable to frame skipping than less motion-intensive video, 

as expected. In addition, the observers found that up to 5% of frames can 

be skipped with barely perceptible image impairment, and 15% frames can be 

skipped with acceptable quality. In fact, under critical traffic-congestion situa-

tions, it appears that skipping all B frames (66% frames being skipped in our 

samples) is a possible solution, as the corresponding subjective impairment score 

is not too low. 

The proposed frame-skipping scheme has an important implication for call 

admission. Suppose we adopt a simple call admission strategy in which a new 

connection request will be accepted so long as the aggregate mean rate of all the 

video streams does not exceed the CBR channel bandwidth. This call admission 

strategy, although simple, does not guarantee that the aggregate bit rate of the 

video streams would not occasionally exceed the channel bandwidth. 

Two consequences with a regular multiplexing system are that 1) the re-

ceivers would experience underflow and I and P frames may not arrive in time 

for decoding, resulting in severe image degradation due to the well-known error-

propagation effect of MPEG-type video; 2) since the transmitter keeps on trans-

mitting without skipping frames that are no more useful to the receivers (because 

their display time has passed), the channel bandwidth is wasted, and it may take 

a long time for the display process at the receiver to catch up. The simple call-

admission scheme is therefore not viable when a regular multiplexing system is 

used. 

With our proposed frame-skipping technique, both the above problems are 
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solved by starting to skip B frames just before the onset of receiver-buffer under-

flow. When there is a sudden surge in the aggregate rate of the video streams, 

the worst that can happen is that more B frames are skipped and the detrimental 

effect is not as fatal. Thus, a nice consequence of incorporating a frame-skipping 

mechanism such as ours is that a simple call admission strategy that admits re-

quests based on the mean rate can be adopted. 
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Appendix A 

The Construction of Stuffed 

Artificial B Frame 

The artificial B frame consists of a picture header, a slice header and two 

macroblocks. The picture header is necessary for keeping the continuity of dis-

play. It contains temporal information which defines the display order of that 

picture. This is needed since the coding order and the display order are different 

in an MPEG bitstream. Macroblocks are the basic coding units of a picture. 

In B frames, macroblocks can be coded by itself, or by prediction from the pre-

ceding I/P picture, or the succeeding I/P picture, or both. Macroblocks may 

also be skipped when there are no changes with respect to the reference pic-

tures. A slice is a contiguous sequence of macroblocks in the raster scan order 

in a picture. The slice header defines the slice starting position in the picture. 

Fig. A.1 shows a possible slice structure in an MPEG-I picture. The squares are 

macroblocks and contiguous squares of the same color comprise a slice. 

The exact coding detail of the macroblocks can be better explained with the 
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Figure A.1: A Possible Slice Structure in an MPEG-I Picture 

help of an example. Consider an artificial B frame of aspect ratio 352 x 240 

pixels. The coding in it is as shown in Table A.1. In the picture header, the 

picture type is set to B frame and the temporal reference (i.e., display order) 

is set to that of the skipped frame. In the artificial B frame, there is only one 

slice, running from the top left corner to the bottom right corner of the display 

area. At these two corners, there are two macroblocks coded with reference to 

the previous frame. All the macroblocks in between are skipped. 

For the slice header, the Quantizer Scale is set to 00001 which corresponds to 

the minimum quantization, and the Slice Information bit is set to 0 to indicate 

that there is no extra information carried by the slice. For the first macroblock, 

the macroblock address increment (MBAI) is set to 1 which means the address 

of the macroblock is one more than that of the previous encode d macroblock. 
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Since this macroblock is the first one, the macroblock address (MBA) of the pre-

vious macroblock is assumed to be -1. Hence, the MBA of the first macroblock 

is always 0. The macroblock type is set to 0010, indicating that the macroblock 

is coded according to the preceding I or P frame in display order. The mo-

tion vectors define the position of that preceding frame to which coding of this 

macroblock refers. They are set to one which corresponds to zero value. Other 

differential information between this frame and the previous is also omitted since 

we intend to repeat the display of the previous frame. 

For the second macroblock, the MBAI is set to 329. When the decoder finds 

a macroblock with MBAI greater than 1, it considers all other macroblocks in 

between as having been skipped. The skipped macroblocks are assumed to have 

the same properties as the previous coded macroblock (referencing the previous 

picture with zero motion vectors). In our example, since the aspect ratio is 

352 X 240 pixels, and the macroblock size is 16 x 16, there should be 22 x 15 

macroblocks in the whole frame. The macroblock at the bottom right corner 

should be the 330th macroblock, with MBA of 329. However, the largest code 

available for coding an MBAI is only 32. Larger MBAI can be coded only by 

adding macroblock escape codes (MBE). Each occurance of MBE adds 33 to the 

MBAI. For our example, we need a total of 9 MBEs. 

The macroblock type and the motion vectors of the second macroblock are 

the same as those of the first macroblock. The artificial B frame is ended by 

stuffing 23 '0' bits for coding alignment. The frame size is only 32 bytes. 

For implementation, we can make some artificial B frames of standard aspect 

ratios at the receivers so that they can be ready for use for different video 

streams. Should the receiver encounter video streams of arbitrary aspect ratio, 
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a compatible artificial B frame can always be generated by running a simple 

program. On skipping a frame, the temporal information of the skipped frame 

is needed to be sent to the receiver, so that the receiver can set the temporal 

reference of the stuffed frame to the right value. 
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Table A.1: Coding in Artificial B Frame 

Description Code (binary) Value/Meaning 
Picture Header 

Picture Start Code 00000100 (hex) 
Temporal Reference Variable Same as skipped frame 
Picture Type 011 B frame 
VBV delay arbitrary 一 Not used in VBR MPEG 
Extra Information 0  

Slice Header 
Slice Start Code 00000101 (hex) 1st Slice — 
Quantizer Scale 00001 
Slice Information 0 

First Macroblock 
Macroblock Address Increment 1 1  
Macroblock Type 0010 Prediction from last frame 
Motion Vector (horizontal) 1 0 
Motion Vector (vertital) 1 0 

Second Macroblock 
Macroblock Escape 00000001000 +33 
Macroblock Escape 0Q0QQQ0100Q +33 
Macroblock Escape QQQOQOQlQOQ +33 
Macroblock Escape 00000001QQQ “ +33 
Macroblock Escape — QQ0Q00010QQ +33 
Macroblock Escape 0Q00Q0010QQ +33 
Macroblock Escape QOQOQQQlOQO +33 
Macroblock Escape QQOQOQOlQOQ +33 
Macroblock Escape 00000001000 +33 
Macroblock Address Increment 00000011001 +32 
Macroblock Type 0010 Prediction from last frame 
Motion Vector (horizontal) 1 0 
Motion Vector (vertital) 1 0 
Stuffing Bits 0000000 
Stuffing Bits QQOQOOQQ — 
Stuffing Bits OOOOOOQQ 
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